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Introduction
Chemotherapy, surgery, and radiotherapy are the well-known 

modalities used for cancer treatment. As the discovery of X-ray in 
1895 by Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen’s, X-ray has been extensively 
utilized in the diagnosis and cancer treatment.1,2 The radiotherapy 
has been swiftly tailored to the alleviation of cancer and plays a 
vital role in 60−70% of cancer patient cure. The existing procedure 
of radiotherapy, like conventional MV X-ray radiation therapy, 
still has restrictions in stipulations of physical and radiobiological 
characteristics. Hence, it is essential to building up new techniques to 
maximize the dose deposited in pathological tumor tissue attempting 
to whereas minimize radiation injuries to the surrounding normal 
tissues of the body. 

In the last three decades, various research groups have carried out 
experimentations and trials to develop novel imaging and radiotherapy 
methods in cancer therapy, based on the utilizing of synchrotron 
X-rays. The arrival of synchrotron radiation (SR) has unlocked a 
novel alternative to the radiotherapy. SR is electromagnetic radiation, 
similar to cyclotron radiation, but generated by the acceleration of 
ultrarelativistic electrons through magnetic fields. This may be 
achieved artificially by storage rings in a synchrotron, or naturally 
by fast-moving electrons flying through magnetic fields in space. 
Electrons are accelerated to high velocities in several stages to achieve 
a final energy that is typically in the GeV range.

SR or synchrotron light combines enormously high photon beam 
strength, small noticeable source size, high collimation, tunability 
and a continuous energy spectrum i.e. from the far infrared (IR) 
region up to hard X-rays. These properties make SR a distinctive and 
helpful tool for biomedical imaging and therapy as shown in Figure 
1.2 SR facilitates the development of completely new X-ray imaging 

techniques, which take advantage of extraordinary sources of image 
contrast. 

Figure 1 An overview Synchrotron radiation in cancer treatments and 
diagnostics.

While conventional radiography makes images via the differential 
absorption of X-rays through the tissues, but synchrotron-based 
imaging techniques may also produce high-resolution images using 
differences in the refraction and scatter of X-rays. Additionally, the 
high brightness of SR permits tuning the energy to narrow bands with 
the aid of monochromators (the energy band can be selected precisely, 
with a resolution of about 1eV), when keeping a very high photon 
flux.2 Images of great contrast at relatively low doses can, as a result, 
be achieved in synchrotrons.3,4 
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Abstract

In spite of the scientific and technological advancement of radiotherapy over the past 
decades, only calming therapy is accessible for high-grade cancer tumors. This often 
only extends the survival of individual patients by a few months. During the last three 
decades, many research groups have carried out experiments and trials to develop 
novel imaging and radiotherapy techniques for cancer treatments, based on the use of 
synchrotron X-rays. There are numerous synchrotron biomedical stations around the 
world, which put forward an admirable platform to improve either the radiotherapy 
treatment or imaging diagnosis for various cancer tumors. Synchrotron radiation with 
exclusively biological and physical advantages might signify an inventive approach for 
cancer treatment. In this time, various Synchrotron radiation-based photon activation 
therapies have been developed, and the results of in vitro and in vivo experiments 
are very promising. It is essential to comprehend the physical and radiobiological 
principles of novel strategies before these are applied at the clinical level. In this 
paper, we summarize the various techniques in terms of physical and biological and 
their applications. 
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The very high intensity and high-quality collimation of 
synchrotron X-rays also facilitate new methods of radiation remedy 
that cannot be attained at the moment with any other type of X-ray 
source. Some of these techniques have established to have great 
potential for the healing of cancer.5,6 One of the major problems of 
conventional radiotherapy is the high dose deposition of radiation 
on the surrounding healthy tissues, higher than the tissue tolerances. 
Thus, it is essential to minimize the normal tissue dose deposition, 
while maintaining the dose delivered to the tumor.7–9 So, synchrotron-
based radiotherapy can be a promising therapy which delivers the 
very accurate irradiation of tumors by using a very high dose rate up 
to thousands of Grays (Gy) in a few milliseconds.10

Radiotherapy techniques
There are numerous synchrotron biomedical stations around the 

world, which put forward an outstanding stage to get better either the 
imaging diagnosis or radiotherapy treatment for diverse tumor types. 
In this, emphasize the results of a few of the strategies and techniques 
that have been developed at different biomedical synchrotron stations. 
There are various types of radiation therapies have been developed for 
the treatment of different types of cancer tumor. The first irradiation 
mode is based on a polychromatic beam spatially fractionated in 
micro (MRT) The second radiation mode uses a non-fractionated 
monochromatic beam (SSRT). Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation 
Facility (SSRF), a third-generation of synchrotron radiation light 
source commissioned in 2009, would be an invaluable tool for cancer 
treatment.

Microbeam radiation therapy (MRT): physical 
characteristics 

The working principle of this method is that the radiation destroys 
that induces tissue necrosis may be significantly diminished by 
spatial microfractionation of the absorbed high dose of microbeams. 
It was started at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory and is presently being pursued at the 
ESRF (Grenoble, France) and at Spring8 (Japan). Microbeam radiation 
therapy (MRT) is a system using highly collimated, quasi-parallel 
cross-planar or co-planar arrays of highly powerful microbeams 
created by a synchrotron. In order to accomplish this array, the 
beam is split by collimators into many parallel and planar beams in 
the 50–150keV energy range. The production of such microbeams, 
which is usually between 25 and 100μm full widths at half maximum 
(FWHM) values and 100-400μm center-to-center spacing, needs a 
multi-slit collimator either with fixed or modifiable microbeam width. 
The smallest dose in the central region between two microbeams is 
called the “valley dose.”, while the maximum dose level called as 
“peak dose” is in the overlap area of microbeams. The peak and valley 
dose ratio in the irradiation field is thought to be of significance for 
the therapeutic outcome of the treatment and strongly depends on the 
assortments of parameters for example sample size and composition, 
X-ray spectrum, irradiation field and depth, the distance between 
peaks, etc. The peak and valley dose ratio is an important parameter 
that has to be optimized in MRT.11–13 MRT can only be achieved with 
synchrotron X-rays due to their extraordinarily high flux density and 
small divergence which makes it sharply defined beam edges deep in 
the body. 

Biological characteristics of MRT
MRT irradiation is usually based on a single fraction of radiation 

dose conveyed either uni-directionally or bi-directionally (co- 
or cross-planar) and distributes the alike benefit as Stereotactic 
synchrotron radiation therapy (SSRT) in terms of the radiobiological 
effect of hypo-fractionated irradiation. Additionally, peak entrance 
doses of several hundreds of Gy are incredibly well tolerated by 
normal tissues. Various experiments have been performed on different 
animal models such as mice, duck embryos, piglets, rats and rabbits 
and results indicated a meticulous resistance of normal tissues to high 
X-ray doses.14 The sparing consequence of microbeams in customary 
tissues is an amalgamation of two phenomena, that is the biological 
repair effect and volume effect. The biological repair effect in usual 
tissue sparing is mediated in part by the tissue’s microvasculature 
that regenerates actually from the angiogenic cells surviving between 
the beams.14 While the volume effect refers to the principle that the 
threshold dose for radiation damage to the tissue increases as the 
volume of the irradiated tissue decreases.14–16 So it was found that 
peak and valley irradiated zones were not distinguishable in tumors 
within 24 h of MRT probably due to a coordinated restore response.17 

Another radiobiological problem has to be addressed for MRT is 
radiation-induced bystander effects (RIBEs) and RIBEs is defined as 
the frequency of biological effects in non-irradiated cells resulting 
from exposure of other cells to radiation.18 Bystander cells in exposed 
cell populations can be illustrated as the non-irradiated cells that 
obtained signals from neighboring or distant irradiated cells. While 
the molecular radiobiological mechanism still is under exploration. 
There were a few reports concerning the function of RIBEs in MRT, 
RIBEs in non-target normal cells similar to human fibroblasts could 
be observed after MRT.11 However, it is early to conclude that RIBEs 
might be a source of extra stress for normal tissues during MRT 
therapy. As the impact of RIBEs is anticipated to lessen gradually as 
much as the distance from the targeted cells increases19 but it ain’t 
completely understood that RIBEs may be one of the reason for the 
necrosis and hypervascularity phenomenon observed in the area close 
to the tumor during MRT treatments.20 

Sharma et al.21 were observed that nearly identical absorbance 
prototypes in protein and lipid regions MRT peak and valley regions 
showed a holistic tissue response to MRT and chemical shifts 
corresponding to the nucleic acid region between the peak and valley 
dose regions.21 It can be the first evidence for a mechanism by which 
MRT kills the whole tumor despite only a small percentage receiving 
peak irradiation. In additional study, compared to broad beam, 
expression of a number of genes, including major histocompatibility 
complex (MHC) class II antigen gene family members, and other 
immunity-related genes including Ciita, Ifng, Cxcl1, Cxcl9, Indo 
and Ubd changes in in vivo MRT and the findings revealed molecular 
disparities in the tumor response to microbeam versus broad beam 
irradiation.22 

Photon activation therapy (PAT): physical 
aspects 

PAT is a two-step system. In the first step, tumor cells loaded with 
high Z atoms like contrasting agents i.e. iodinated compounds and 
platinum-containing drugs. While the second step involves, high Z 
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atoms such as In, Pt, Au, I or Br interaction with electromagnetic 
radiations and enhance the radiation dose to a cancerous tumor, but 
do not harm the surrounding normal tissue cells. The use of X-ray 
energies in the tens of keV range rather than MV, X-ray is essential for 
the success of this treatment due to the prevalence of the photoelectric 
effect at these energies.23 During treatments, a large number of 
secondary electron particles such as Auger and photoelectrons are 
grouped in the tumor when the irradiation acts together with high 
Z atoms via a photoelectric effect. Per se, the secondary electrons 
deposit their energy near the atom where photo-absorption takes place 
and produce lethal damage to the tumor cells.24 Hence, the SR with a 
tunable, keV energy can obliterate the tumor cells in a selective way. 

Biological aspects of PAT 
There is probability synergistic interaction between the high-Z 

containing chemotherapeutic agents and SR, and it laid an opinion 
on the applicability of PAT in the clinical uses. Initially, the high-Z 
containing chemotherapeutic agents such as platinum-containing 
drugs i.e. cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin etc. kill tumor cells 
via the stimulation of slowly repairable DNA double-strand breaks, 
and inhibition of DNA-protein kinase activity, resulting in remarkable 
nuclear relocalization of RAD51, hyperphosphorylation of the BRCA1 
protein, and activation of proto-oncogenic like c-Abl tyrosine kinase.24 
Besides, ionized molecules by SR may cause breaking of chemical 
bonds, disruption of the structural arrangement of macromolecules, 
for instance, DNA and result in severe consequences if not repaired 
effectively or in time. Moreover, because of the high-Z agents like 
platinum can be specifically photoactivated by SR at the K-edge of the 
agent. For example, 78.4 keV corresponds to the K-edge of platinum, 
X-ray energy induced by SR is higher (about 80keV) through the 
photoactivation of platinum, Auger electrons are created through 
photoelectric effect and about 95% of these Auger electrons have 
energies below 3 keV but lead to a high linear energy transfer (LET) 
and would thus be responsible for greater biological effectiveness.25 
Therefore, these rationales can support a new advancement in cancer 
diagnosis and treatment concurrently. 

Stereotactic synchrotron radiation therapy 
(SSRT): physical characteristics

Many preclinical studies have been done and are also ongoing 
using monochromatic X-rays at the ESRF biomedical beam-line. 
Similar to PAT technique, SSRT is a new treatment for the cancerous 
tumors and it is based on the production of photo-activation. Two 
different approaches have been simultaneously applied for SSRT. 
The first approach is contrast-enhanced synchrotron radiation therapy, 
with some extracellular agents like iodine. The second approach uses 
chemotherapeutic drugs containing platinum or iodine compounds. 
The advances of new in vitro experiments using these new metallic 
compounds are necessary and in some cases are associated with 
liposomes or other delivery systems. The SSRT technique involves in 
targeting tumors loaded with high-Z elements, stereotactic irradiation 
would be delivered with the medium energy X-ray and the dose has 
to be geometrically restricted to the tumor size only but does not 
harm to normal tissue cells. Furthermore, synchrotron source also 
supplies the tunable and strong monochromatic beams. So, higher 
fraction dose could be delivered to the target side within a shorter time 
compared to conventional radiotherapy. The tolerances of motions of 
the tumor are well within the limits. Since target movement during 
irradiation consequently results in the missing of the treated tumor, the 

therapeutic effect is much enhanced by the local deposition of energy 
and hypofractionated irradiation by SSRT. New-generation gold 
nanoparticles can also cause apoptotic damage in tumor cells and have 
a significant role in enhancing both chemotherapy drug concentration 
as well as radiation dose inside the radio-resistant tumors, while no 
harmful effect to healthy tissues. The use of some lipid-based vehicles 
like liposomes can further improve drug delivery within the tumor. To 
date, approximately all the preclinical studies involving synchrotron 
X-ray radiation have been performed on rats. 

Biological characteristics of SSRT
Radiation therapy is generally delivered at low doses of irradiation 

(1.5−3Gy) that are administered daily over weeks. The stereotactic 
radiation therapy (SRT) delivers higher single biological equivalent 
dose that is greater than 5Gy per fraction within shorter period 
compared to conventional RT. The PAT-based SSRT could have both 
radiobiological benefits of PAT and SRT. Since higher energy within 
one dose fraction is delivered by SSRT compared to RT and SRT, it 
could have some difference from RT in terms of the actual mechanism 
of tumor killing. The acid sphingomyelinase (ASMase) pathway has 
been implicated in the rapid endothelial apoptosis, followed by the 
death of cells that appeared to be intact for 2−3 days after a single 
high dose of irradiation.26 This mechanism of tumor killing was not 
observed in mice treated with conventionally fractionated RT. While 
some studies have proved that a higher fractionated dose of irradiation 
i.e. SSRT technique could more proficiently initiate the apoptosis of 
cancer stem cells than conventional RT.27 Furthermore, tumor response 
to hypofractionated irradiation can be related to the regulation of CD8+ 
T cells. In Lee’s study, the delivery of 15−25Gy dose per fraction 
was found to cause a significant increase in T cell priming in draining 
lymphoid tissue, leading to reduction or eradication of the primary 
tumor or distant metastasis in a CD8+ T cell-dependent fashion in an 
animal model.28 Therefore, synchrotron-based PAT and stereotactic 
radiotherapy present a promising way of radiotherapy to kill cancer. 

Applications of different radiotherapy 
techniques
Applications of MRT 

MRT in small animals: Preclinical long-term studies that were 
conducted on different species such as insects, birds, rodents, and 
pigs have revealed an amazing tolerance of normal organs and 
blood vessels exposed to fractionated radiation doses in excess of 
100Gy delivered by arrays of microbeam (MB).29,30 This tolerance 
was particularly obvious in suckling rats and weaning piglets, 
whose irradiated brains were still developing.29,31 MRT in small 
animal models has achieved therapeutic ratios that evidently surpass 
those achieved by conventional radiography with a homogeneous 
dose distribution, in a range of malignancies, including gliomas, 
gliosarcomas, glioblastomas and human squamous cell carcinomas.29 

This led to the need of using MRT jointly with radiation-enhancing 
substances or cytostatic drugs. In the presence of high-Z elements, 
such as gadolinium, gold, thallium, and lutetium, acted as a dose 
enhancer, it can maximize of the ratio between the peak and valley 
dose ratio (PVDR) values in healthy tissue respect to the PVDR in 
the tumor and minimize of bone and brain valley doses.32,33 These 
attributes of MRT have been extensively demonstrated by results of 
preclinical experiments.34,35 Moreover, MRT-related bystander effects 
have also been recognized.26–38 The tumor control of MRT has been 
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improved by combining MRT with various compounds,29 gene-
mediated immunoprophylaxis,39 radiation enhancing substances,40 
and other adjuvant techniques. 

It could clearly be concluded that high-dose, high-precision 
radiotherapies with a decreased possibility of normal tissue problems 
offer a prediction of improved survival result probability and cut the 
risk of therapy-related toxicity. Various possible reasons why MRT 
offers a higher therapeutic index for tumors than broad beam irradiation 
have been explained as the following- (a) MBs generate steep dose 
gradients between tissue slices getting the peak and valley doses; they 
have a 90%-10% dose fall-off, about 200 times steeper than that of a 
Gamma Knife.29 The radiotoxic dose hence remains in a very narrow 
zone however the functionality and integrity of the adjoining normal 
tissue in the valleys between the peaks could be preserved. (b) Spatial 
fractionation results in a very large specific contact surface between 
peak and valley zones and this lengthen contact surface is for the 
repair of heavily irradiated tissues in peak regions. (c) on the contrary 
to the high tolerance of the normal arteries41 and microvasculature42 
to irradiation by MB, the tumor vasculature of 9L gliosarcomas in 
rats is selectively damaged by MRT43 with resulting tumor shrinkage 
and hypoxia. On the other hand, normal brain tissues exposed to 
MB during MRT stay adequately perfuse to preserve normoxia.35 (d) 
Probable antioncogenic apoptotic proteomic alteration indicates that 
the combined interaction of such MB irradiation-induced bystander 
effect proteins might give a protective effect on normal tissues.37 

MRT for large animals: The preceding preclinical results in 
small animals are not adequate to validate MRT studies to go forward 
directly to phase-I human clinical trials. Prior to moving to human 
applications, MRT should be applied in therapeutic veterinary trials of 
larger animals such as pigs bearing intra-cerebral glial tumors as well 
as companion cat and dog patients having spontaneous tumors.29,44 
The MRT studies on larger animals are supported by the physiological 
and dimensional similarities of spontaneous tumors in dogs and cats 
compared to those in human malignancies, in contrast to implanted 
tumors of mice and rats.45–48 These studies will further enhance our 
perceptive of how larger and deeper-seated tumor tissues respond to 
MRT and provide as an early warning system for unpredicted late 
adverse effects. 

MRT for human patients: MRT for human patients requires a 
careful, multi-disciplinary evaluation of epidemiological, logistical, 
medical, and ethical considerations, including quality of life in 
contrast to lifespan, and endpoint definitions. Current standard 
treatment consists of surgery followed by chemoradiation and 
adjuvant temozolomide but no standard of care exists for patients 
with recurrent tumors.49 The pediatric patients with diffuse intrinsic 
pontine glioma (DIPG) can be an excellent candidate population.29 
DIPG remains a most annoying tumor in pediatric oncology. Due to 
the location of tumors and the complexity in characterizing tumor 
tissue from normal structures, surgical debulking is inhibited by the 
considerable threat of mortality and morbidity. The basis of remedy 
for intrinsic pontine glioma has been RT. While there are facts that 
conventional RT offers short-term advantages, long-term results have 
been miserable and the overall survival time has not changed.50,51 To 
safely conduct human clinical trials with MRT, new hardware and 
software need to be developed and tested. A patient positioning system 
for MRT is currently available for small animals and larger animals 
such as pigs, dogs, and cats, up to a weight of 40 kg. Designing and 
building a patient-positioning system that will move a heavier human 

patient with the required exactness/ spatial precision are therefore 
necessary. The therapy accuracy system used in the large animal 
trials was based on computed tomographic images. For clinical trials 
in humans, therapy planning which incorporates magnetic resonance 
imaging findings is desirable, as it provides higher spatial resolution.52 

For imminent clinical trials, protected irradiation protocols in 
microbeam radiation therapy were defined by means of Monte Carlo 
simulations. In this, a unidirectional irradiation with a field size of 
2×2cm2 and a centrally located tumor, the largest peak and valley 
doses attainable in the tumor are 55Gy and 2.6Gy, respectively. The 
consequent maximum valley doses received by the skin, healthy 
brain and bone were 4Gy, 7Gy and 14Gy (doses in one fraction), 
respectively.53 Emergent experimental confirmation is showing that 
MRT could be a new move toward the treatment of cancer. The 
submillimetric beams could be transported following a stereotactic 
design conveying to the target doses in the value of hundreds of 
Gray with no harm to the neighboring tissues, which means MRT can 
combine with SSRT. Microbeam arrays can also be used to produce 
cortical transections or subcortical lesions, therefore enabling the non-
invasive intonation of brain networks. MRT is also of great interest 
for the treatment of a variety of brain disorders, including functional 
diseases like movement disorders and epilepsy.54

Application of PAT 

The high-Z containing compounds like iodinated contrast agents, 
platinum-containing drugs, for instance, cisplatin, carboplatin and 
oxaliplatin, and nanoparticles have been studied in both in vitro 
and in vivo.55,56 In the early 80’s, Norman’s group proposed to treat 
brain tumors, after administering patients with an iodinated contrast 
agent and computed tomography (CT) scanners were used as therapy 
machines to enhance the local dose deposition.57 The result of the 
phase-I clinical trial about PAT was firstly reported in 1999,58 the study 
was designed to assess CT scanner as a tool for radiation therapy of 
human brain tumors. The experiment was conducted on eight patients 
with a small metastatic brain tumor received 3−5 weekly fractions of 
5Gy equivalent doses from a modified CT scanner to deliver radiation 
therapy. Most of the patients also received conventional 40Gy before, 
during, or after PAT. The tumor treated by PAT in two patients’ 
attained complete response, when compared with the control tumor 
in patients (which had not treated by PAT). Monte Carlo calculations 
of the radiation dose distributions in a model tumor demonstrated 
that the PAT irradiation of tumors carrying 10 mg or more of iodine 
per gram of tumor was as good or better than the dose distribution 
from conventional 10-MV X-ray. The author concluded PAT could be 
very useful in the control of iodinated X-ray contrast media enhanced 
and other small brain tumors. Hence, the future of PAT in clinical 
application is promising in China due to the availability of SSRF.

Applications of SSRT 

Some animal experiments turned out that high Z elements such 
as iodinated contrast agent, heavy elements (i.e. gold nanoparticles) 
and platinum-based chemotherapy can lead to dose enhancement and 
long survival time in high-grade glioma in a combination of high 
fractionation of radiation.59–61 Based on those optimistic results of pre-
clinical studies, SSRT may have the probability of curing radiation 
refractory brain tumors, such as high-grade gliomas. A phase I clinical 
trial has been suggested to assess the safety and possible therapeutic 
effectiveness of convection-enhanced delivery of carboplatin in 
patients with recurring glioblastomas, and ultimately a phase II trial 
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of carboplatin in grouping with radiation therapy, dose comparison 
showed that SSRT can give enhanced results than other techniques 
providing Iodine>2 mg·mL-1.62 Prior to SSRT is executed into the 
clinic, the necessities for radiation dose monitoring, safety systems, 
fast shutters, and patient positioning stage have to be fulfilled. The 
handling protocol at ESRF has considered the following issues.63 
Initially, the location and size of the tumor are defined by X-ray CT 
and MRI, while X-ray SR-CT imaging at the ESRF is also necessary 
for correct positioning of the patient following the treatment planning. 
Afterwards, a support needed for a precise transfer of the tumor 
coordinates. Then, the patient is translated and/or rotated with great 
precision during the treatment, and the radiation dose is monitored. 
Any deviation from the prescribed doses and treatment protocol will 
trigger closing of fast shutters and/or trip the storage ring. The doses 
received by the tumor and healthy tissues were calculated by using 
Monte Carlo simulations (PENELOPE code) to estimate the possible 
risks. With the dose enhancement factors determined in different 
situations, a scheme for the dose escalation in the various phases of 
the clinical trials has been proposed.64

Conclusion 
The development of innovative facilities of synchrotron radiation 

in the world is increasing rapidly. Synchrotron radiation has 
demonstrated to have a number of advantages in terms of physical 
and biological features. This shows possibilities to be applied in 
the treatment of various types of cancer. Radio-resistant cancer like 
gliomas and untreatable brain tumor of children could be the targets 
of SSRT, MRT or PAT can be used for the management of tumors like 
lung cancer, liver cancer etc. within a short time of duration. Because 
the tumor frequently moves during fractionated irradiation owing to 
respiration movement. Along with the SR-based radiotherapy clinical 
trials carried out around the world, synchrotron radiation would 
produce as an outstanding radiation source which may motivate 
the researchers towards the development of inimitable treatment of 
cancers clinically for settings of today.
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